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Abstract--- With the arrival of cloud computing, a lot of and 

more people tend to source their information to the cloud. 

To achieve efficient data retrieval from encrypted data, 

many researchers have recently put efforts on secure 

keyword search over encrypted data However, all these 

schemes are based on the ideal assumption that the cloud 

server is “curious but honest”. Unfortunately, in practical 

applications, the cloud server may be compromised and 

behave dishonestly In this paper, we consider a more 

challenging model, where the cloud server would probably 

behave dishonestly. Based on this model, we tend to explore 

the matter of result verification for the secure hierarchic 

keyword search. Different from previous information 

verification schemes, we propose a novel deterrent-based 

scheme. With our rigorously devised verification 

information, the cloud server cannot know which data 

owners, or how many data owners exchange anchor data 

which will be used for verifying the cloud server’s 

misbehavior. The proposed scheme should allow data 

owners to construct the verification data efficiently. The 

cloud server ought to conjointly come the verification 

information while not introducing serious prices. 

Additionally, data users can verify the search result 

efficiently 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the arrival of cloud computing, a lot of and more 

people tend to source their knowledge to the cloud. Cloud 

computing provides tremendous benefits including easy 

access, decreased costs, quick deployment, and flexible 

resource management [1], [2]. Enterprises of all sizes can 

leverage the cloud to increase innovation and collaboration. 

Although cloud computing brings a lot of benefits, for 

privacy concerns, individuals and enterprise users are 

reluctant to outsource their sensitive data, including private 

photos, personal health records, and commercial 

confidential documents, to the cloud. Because once sensitive 

data are outsourced to a remote cloud, the corresponding 

data owner directly loses control of these data.                                   

Encryption on sensitive data before outsourcing is an 

alternative way to preserve data privacy against adversaries. 

However, data encryption becomes an obstacle to the 

utilization of traditional applications, e.g., plaintext based 

keyword search. In this paper, we consider a more 

challenging model, where multiple data owners are 

involved, and the cloud server would probably behave  

 

Dishonestly. Based on this model, we explore the problem 

of result verification for the secure ranked keyword search. 

Different from previous knowledge verification schemes, 

we propose a novel deterrent-based scheme. With our 

systematically designed verification construction, the cloud 

server cannot know which data owners’ data are embedded 

in the verification data buffer, or how many data owners’ 

verification data are actually used for verification. All the 

cloud server knows is that, once he behaves venally, he 

would be discovered with a high likelihood, and rebuked 

seriously once discovered. Additionally, once any 

suspicious action is detected, knowledge house owners will 

dynamically update the verification knowledge keep on the 

cloud server. Furthermore, we propose to optimize the 

worth of parameters used in the construction of the key 

verification knowledge buffer. The main contributions of 

this paper are: We formalize the hierarchical keyword 

search result verification drawback wherever multiple data 

owners are involved and the cloud server would probably 

behave dishonestly. We propose to optimize the value of 

parameters used in the construction of verification data 

buffer. We give a thorough analysis and conduct extensive 

performance experiments to show the efficacy and 

efficiency of our proposed scheme. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

We formalize the ranked keyword search result verification 

problem where multiple data owners are involved and the 

cloud server would probably behave dishonestly. We 

propose a novel secure and efficient deterrent based 

verification scheme for secure ranked keyword search. We 

propose to optimize the value of parameters used in the 

construction of verification data buffer. We give a thorough 

analysis and conduct extensive performance experiments to 

show the efficacy and efficiency of our proposed scheme. 

Fig .1: Architecture of verifying secure ranked keyword 

search result in cloud computing 
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III.  MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

A. Construction of data 

 First, the data owner sample files from its original 

data set. Second, he extracts the corresponding file IDs, 

relevance scores. Third, he attaches the file ID and 

relevance score to the owner’s ID. Assume data owner has d 

files belonging to keyword wti, he samples files’ data from 

these  files for keyword w. First of all, Ot initializes the 

head of sampled data string as wti, where denotes the 

keyword and i denotes Oi’s ID. Second, Oranksall the files 

corresponding to win descending order of relevance scores. 

Third, O it concatenates FID[0]||RStowt||i, where FID[0] 

denotes the file ID of F denotes the relevance score between 

F00ti0;t, and R Sand w. Fourth, O samples  - 1 data items 

from the remaining d - 1files. The sampled files are 

composed of two kinds, i.e., the first file in wi’s sorted file 

list, and the other  - 1uniformly and randomly sampled files. 
 

B.   ExcShanging data among data owners 

 In our system, multiple data owners are involved. 

For a given keyword, each data owner only knows its own 

partial order, i.e., each data owner cannot obtain a total 

order for the keyword. This brings a great challenge for data 

users to verify whether the returned results are top-k 

relevant to the search request. A trivial way is to ask the 

cloud to return all encoded relevance scores belonging to 

different data owners to the data user, and the data user re 

computes the top-k results for verification, which requires 

gigantic computation and communication costs from the 

data user. In our scheme, we propose to let data owners 

exchange 

 

a very small amount of data. Specifically, given Oi’s 

keyword w, each data owner uses the a fore mentioned 

sampled files to generate interactive data. Since these 

operations are conducted among data owners, the cloud 

server would not know whether a data owner has the 

interactive data of another data owner. For easy description, 

we assume each data owner exchanges the data items with 

−1 data owners uniformly at random ,i.e., after exchanging, 

each data owner will have − 1data owners’ data, which will 

be used as secret data to detect false search results even if a 

data owner’s data is not involved in the search results. 
 

C.   Assembling the verification data 

 Assume data owner O receives other data owner’s 

interactive data, Oi will further assemble his verification 

data as follows: first, O extracts all the file IDs and relevant 

ce scores from the interactive data of other data owners. 

Second, Oi ranks on his sampled data and received 

interactive data. Third, O concatenates all the data entries in 

descending order, where each entry is composed of a file ID 

and its corresponding order. Finally, O uses the symmetric 

encryption (e.g., AES) to encrypt the concatenation result 

with his secret key His (i), where H() is the aforementioned 

secretly shared hash function, i is the Os’ s ID. We denote 

the result of the encryption as Vi, therefore, Vis used as O’s 

verification data, which will be outsourced to the cloud 

server along with Oi’ s encrypted indexes and files. 

 

D.   Submitting verification request 

 When an authorized data user wants to verify the 

search results, he specifies a set of data owners whose 

verification data need to be returned to help verification. 

The data user can achieve this goal by simply setting an ID 

set of his desired data owners. However, the ID set should 

not be exposed to the cloud server. The fundamental reason 

is illustrated as follows: if the cloud server knows which 

data owners’ data are frequently verified, he can deduce that 

these data owners’ data are very useful or sensitive, 

therefore, these data owner’s data would easily become 

attackers’ targets. On the other hand, if the cloud server 

knows which data owners’ data are rarely verified, the cloud 

server will maliciously filter out or delete these data owners’ 

data as search results. To prevent the cloud server from 

knowing which data owners’ data are actually returned, we 

propose to construct a secret verification request which is 

illustrated as follows: First, the data user enlarges the ID set 

of verification by inserting random IDs. Assume a data user 

wants to get O’s verification data, he can add other n−1data 

owners’ ID in the set (we can adopt encryption or 

obfuscation to hide the true ID, for easy description, we 

simply demonstrate with ID hereafter). Second, the data 

user attaches a data 0 or 1 to each ID. Here, if the data user 

wants to return a data owner’s verification data, then he 

attaches 1 to the corresponding ID, otherwise,0 is attached. 

Third, the data user encrypts the attached0 or 1 with the 

Paillier encryption. Here, we assume all the data owners and 

authorized data users share a key pair, i.e., the public key 

PK and the private key SK, for the Paillier encryption. 

Therefore, 0 is encrypted to 

E(PK; 0) and 1 is encrypted to E(PK; 1). With the well 

designed Paillier encryption, the cipher-text of the same data 

would be different each time. Finally, the data user submits 

the ID set and the attached encrypted data set to the cloud 

server. 

 

E.   Returning verification data 

 Upon receiving data user’s verification request, the 

cloud server to prepare and return the verification data. 

Specifically, the cloud server first initializes a verification 

data buffer with entries, where is specified by the data user. 

Then, the cloud server finds the data owner’s verification 

data indicated by the requested ID, conducts calculations on 

the encrypted data, and maps the results to the verification 

data buffer with hash functions, where the output of each 

hash function belongs to [0; ].Note that, since the size of the 

verification buffer, i.e., ,is specified by the data user, 

different users will submit different  to the cloud. To ensure 

that the output of each function belongs to [0; ], instead of 

changing the hash functions all the time, we only need to 

specify the cloud to do a module- operation for the output of 

each hash function. When the cloud server finishes 

proceeding all the IDs in the requested ID set, the result 
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verification data buffer is returned to the data user. Note 

that, during the whole process, the cloud server only sees 

the large ID sets, and conducts computation on the 

encrypted data. Therefore, the cloud server know nothing 

about which data owner’s verification data are actually 

returned and used for verification. In the above description, 

we propose to use multiple hash functions, here we 

elaborate on the reason of introducing these hash functions. 

To obfuscate the cloud to know which verification data are 

actually returned. There are three alternative ways to 

prevent the cloud from knowing which verification data are 

actually retrieved by the data user. First, we can request the 

cloud to return all the verification data each time, so that the 

cloud knows nothing about which specific verification data 

are actually used. However, this method will lead to a heavy 

communication cost between the cloud and the data user. 

Second, the data user can prepare the enlarged data set 

where some fake IDs are also involved, and specify the 

cloud to put the verification data in specific positions in the 

verification data buffer. However, the data user has to 

control the cloud to return data correctly,    which is not user 

friendly. In addition, during the process of specification, the 

data user would reveal his sensitive data. Therefore, we 

propose the third way, i.e., hash verification data into 

verification data buffer directly, to let the cloud return the 

verification data without knowing which and how many 

verification data are actually returned. 

 

F.   Recovering verification data 

 Upon receiving the verification data buffer V B, 

the data user decrypts it with the corresponding private key 

SK. After decryption, a data user can recover verification 

data from each entry where no collision happens (only one 

owner’s data is mapped in the entry, and no other data are 

mapped), the data user can recover V1, V2from the first and 

second entries of V B, respectively. Note that, since the data 

users can pre-compute the entries where no collision occurs, 

instead of decrypting the whole verification data buffer, the 

authorized data user only needs to decrypt the entries where 

no collision occurs, which helps improve the decryption 

efficiency. Note that, since the cloud server knows that, if 

data collision happens in an entry, the data in that entry 

cannot be recovered. To prevent the data user from 

recovering the verification data and detecting a misbehavior, 

the cloud server would contaminate the entries in the 

verification buffer set, and deceive that collision happens in 

these entries. However, this attack cannot be achieved. The 

fundamental reason is that, the data user specifies the IDs of 

data owners whose verification data will be returned, and 

knows the hash functions, therefore, the data user can 

foresee whether collision happens in an entry in the 

verification data buffer. When 

the cloud server contaminates the data in these entries, the 

misbehavior can be easily detected. 

G.   Verifying the ranked search results 

 When the data user gets some data owners’ 

verification data, he can further recover all the sampled data 

and anchor data. The data user will use them to verify 

whether the returned results are correct. The verification is 

done in two steps: first, the data user verifies whether the 

data from a specific data owner is correct. If the search 

results pass the first verification, the verification process 

turns to the second step, i.e., with the help of anchor data, 

the data user verifies whether the search results from 

different data owners are correct. After verification, the data 

user can detect the cloud server’s misbehavior with a high 

probability. 

 

                                  IV.   INPUT DESIGN 

The input vogue is that the link between the data system and 

conjointly the user. It includes the developing specification 

and procedures for knowledge preparation and people steps 

area unit necessary to place dealings knowledge in to a 

usable type for process will be achieved by inspecting the pc 

to browse knowledge from a written or written document or 

it will occur by having individuals keying the info directly 

into the system. The design of input focuses on dominant 

the number of input needed, dominant the errors, avoiding 

delay, avoiding additional steps and keeping the method 

straightforward. The input is intended in such how in order 

that it provides security and easy use with retentive the 

privacy.  

 

Input vogue is that the tactic of adjusting a user-oriented 

description of the input into a computer-based system. This 

style is very important to avoid errors within the 

information input method and show the proper direction to 

the management for obtaining correct data from the 

computerised system.  

 

Fig.2: Level 0 

DFD 

 

 

It is achieved by making easy screens for the info entry to 

handle giant volume of information. The goal of planning 

input is to create information entry easier and to be free 

from errors. The data entry screen is intended in such the 

simplest way that everyone the info manipulates will be 

performed. It also provides record viewing facilities. 

When the info is entered it'll check for its validity. Data will 

be entered with the assistance of screens. Appropriate 

messages ar provided as once required so the user won't be 

in maize of instant. Thus the target of input style is to make 

AN input layout that's simple to follow 
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Fig. 3: Level 1 

DFD 
 

V. OUTPUT DESIGN 

 

A quality output is one, that meets the wants of the top user 

and presents the knowledge clearly. In any system results of 

process are communicated to the users and to different 

system through outputs. In output style it's determined 

however the knowledge is to be displaced for immediate 

want and conjointly the text output. It is the foremost vital 

and direct supply data to the user. Efficient and intelligent 

output style improves the system’s relationship to assist user 

decision-making. 

 

Designing laptop output ought to proceed in associate 

degree organized, well thought out manner; the correct 

output should be developed whereas guaranteeing that every 

output component is intended so folks can find the system 

can use easily and effectively. When analysis style laptop 

output, they ought to determine the precise output that's 

required to satisfy the wants. 

Select methods for presenting information. 

Create document, report, or alternative formats that contain 

info created by the system. 

The output type of associate degree data system ought to 

accomplish one or additional of the subsequent objectives. 

Convey data regarding past activities, current standing or 

projections of the longer term. Signal important events, 

opportunities, problems, or warnings. Trigger an action. 

Confirm an action. 
 

                                  VI. CONCLUSION 

We explore the problem of verification for the secure ranked 

keyword search, under the model where cloud servers would 

probably behave dishonestly. Different from previous data 

verification schemes, we propose a novel deterrent-based 

scheme. During the whole process of verification, the cloud 

server is not clear of which data owners, or how many data 

owners change anchor data used for verification, he also 

does not know which data owners’ data area unit embedded 

in the verification knowledge buffer or what number 

knowledge owners’ verification data are actually used for 

verification. All the cloud server is aware of is that, once he 

behaves dishonestly, he would be discovered with a high 

probability, and punished seriously once discovered. 

Additionally, when any suspicious action is detected, data 

owners can dynamically update the verification data stored 

on the cloud server. Furthermore, our proposed scheme 

allows the data users to control the communication cost for 

the verification according to their preferences, which is 

especially important for the resource limited data users. 

Finally, with thorough analysis and extensive experiments, 

we tend to ensure the effectuality and potency of our 

projected schemes. 
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